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Objectives
Already known:


Fit a Cox’s proportional hazards regression in R, interpret results and explain
the meaning of a hazard ratio

New:


Describe methods to check the assumption of proportional hazards in the
Cox’s model



Describe methods how to deal with non-proportional hazards in the Cox’s
model

Cox’s proportional hazards regression


Time to event data; Cox’s model typically used for survival analysis in
medicine.



The Cox’s model estimates the hazard 𝜆𝑖 for patient i for time t by
multiplying the baseline hazard function by the subject’s risk score as
λ𝑖 𝑡, β, 𝑋𝑖 = λ0 𝑡 , 𝑟𝑖 β, 𝑋𝑖 = λ0 𝑡 𝑒 β𝑋𝑖



Taking a ratio of the hazard functions for two subjects i and j who differ in
one risk factor x and not in the other risk factors,

λ 𝑡, 𝛽, 𝑋 =


λ𝑖 𝑡,𝛽,𝑋𝑖
λ𝑗 𝑡,𝛽,𝑋𝑗

λ 𝑡 𝑒 𝛽 𝑥1
𝛽 𝑥0
0 𝑡 𝑒

= λ0

=

𝑒 𝛽𝑥 𝑥1
𝑒 𝛽𝑥 𝑥0

= 𝑒 𝛽𝑥 (𝑥0−𝑥1) .

This means that the baseline hazard 𝜆0(t) does not have to be specified and
the hazard ratio e𝛽𝑥 (𝑥0−𝑥1) is constant with respect to time t.

Hazard function


Represents instantaneous failure
rate at time t


Probability than an individual
will experience the event at
time t given that the event has
not yet occurred.

Hazard ratio


Comparison of two hazard
functions



Cox’s model assumes constant
hazard ratio over time

Proportional hazards assumption




Graphical methods:


Comparison of Kaplan-Meier estimates by group



Plot (minus the log cumulative baseline hazard) for each group against (log survival
time)

Formal tests:


Grambsch and Therneau’s test based on Schoenfeld residuals



Include interaction between covariate and a function of time


Log(time) often used but could be any function of time

The model


Data: parkison disease


Sample size of 520 patients



Study period of 17 years



Outcome: time to death (266 events)



Exposure: new vs standard treatment



Covariates:


Sex (baseline male / female)



Age (baseline 25-59 / 60-69 / 70-92)

Kaplan-Meier plot


Estimated survival function



plot(survfit(Surv(time, event) ~
covariate,data))


Does not adjust for other
covariates!



Crossing of hazard lines indicates
non-proportional hazards



Otherwise, can be difficult to
judge

Adjusted:
fit_adj=coxph(Surv(time, event) ~
strata(variable_x) + covariates,
data)
plot(survfit(fit_adj))

Survival plot


plot(log(basehaz(fit)$time),
-log(basehaz(fit)$hazard))


Can be unadjusted and adjusted
(here adjusted for treatment
and age group)



Proportional hazards assumption
violated if curves are not
parallel to each other

Grambsch and
Therneau’s test


Testing correlation between
Schoenfeld residuals and survival
time



Significant correlation indicates
non-proportional hazards



cox.zph(coxph(Surv(time, event)
~ exposure + confounders, data))



plot(cox.zph(coxph(Surv(time,
event) ~ exposure + confounders,
data)))

Interaction with
log(time)


Testing interaction of covariate
with time



Significant correlation indicates
non-proportional hazards



summary(coxph(Surv(time,
event) ~ exposure + confounders
+ exposure*log(time) +
confounder*log(time), data))



NB: very sensitive

What if the proportional hazards
assumption is not met?


Stratify the analysis


Fit one model: allow baseline hazards to vary by group but assume covariate
effects are the same across strata






There should be no significant interactions between covariate and stratum variable

Fit separate models: allow both baseline hazards and hazard ratios to vary by
group

Include time-dependent effect


Continuous (could be of any function)



Split follow-up time such that the hazards are proportional within these time bands

Stratified analysis


Check for interactions



Fit one model
(n=520, events=266)



Fit separate models





Male (n=283, events=141)



Female (n=237, events=125)

Easy procedure but comes at the
cost of no estimate for the effect
of the violated variable
associated with the outcome

Time-dependent
effect


Split follow-up time in intervals in
which the proportional hazards
assumpation is no longer violated



data_survsplit=survSplit(data,
cut=c(point), end="time", start="time0",
event=“event")



Create time dependent effect


Here: 0 = male’s hazard (baseline),
1=female’s hazard 0-9 years,
2=female’s hazard 9+ years



summary(coxph(Surv(time0,time,
event) ~ treat + t_sex +
agegrp,data=data_survsplit))



More time consuming procedure due to
creating the most effective time
intervals

Good practice: questions to ask when
specifying a covariate


What is the reference group?



What is clinically relevant? How have other researchers specified a covariate?



What is the size of each subgroup and how many events were observed in
each subgroup?



Are there missing entries? What are the possible reasons for that?



Are there time-dependent effects? If yes, what is clinically relevant to know?




E.g. Does the effect need to be known or simply adjusted for? If former: timedependent effects. If latter: stratification.

Are the results biologically plausible? Are they clincally relevant? How are
they compared to previous studies?

Extra: residual plots


Overall goodness-of-fit: Cox-Snell residuals against cumulative baseline hazard




Influential observations: dfbeta’s against sample




Good fit: if residuals follow 45-degree line. Deviations could be due to uncertainty in
estimated parameters and cumulative baseline hazard, such as with small sample sizes
and in the right-hand tail of the distribution, where the baseline hazard is more variable
because of the reduced effective sample caused by prior failures and censoring.
Good fit: symmetric pattern around 0. Positive values correspond to individuals that
“died too soon” compared to expected survival times. Negative values correspond to
individual that “lived too long”. Very large or small values are outliers, which are poorly
predicted by the model.

Non-linearity for continuous covariates: martingale residuals against continuous
covariate


Good fit: linear line. Martingale residuals may present any value in the range (-INF, +1),
where a value near 1 correspond to individuals that “died too soon”, and large negative
values correspond to individuals that “lived too long”.

Cox-Snell residuals


Overall goodness-of-fit




First survival model with treatment, sex,
and age group. Graph indicates good fit.

Cox-Snell residuals against cumulative
baseline hazard


mres = resid(fit, type="martingale")



csres = event - mres



r.surv =
survfit(Surv(csres,event)~1,
type="fleming-harrington")



plot(r.surv$time, -log(r.surv$surv),
type='s',lty=1,xlim = c(0,3),ylim =
c(0,3),xlab="Residual",ylab="Estima
ted Cum Hazards")
lines(c(0,3),c(0,3))

Dfbetas


Influential observations




First survival model with treatment, sex,
and age group. Graph indicates no
influential observations.

Plot dfbetas against sample


fit_dfbeta=residuals(fit,type='dfbeta')



for (j in 1:ncol(fit1_dfbeta)) {plot
(fit1_dfbeta[,j],ylab=names(coef(fit1))[j
])abline (h=0,lty=2)}

